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Granted ☼ ♫

Young fairy Ophelia gets her first wish granting assignment and discovers that, although the fate of the fairy
world rests on her completing her task, the job of granting a human's wish is anything but easy.

Applegate

Endling: The Last

Byx is the youngest member of her dairne pack. Believed to possess remarkable abilities, her mythical doglike
species has been hunted to near extinction in the war-torn kingdom of Nedarra. After her pack is hunted down
and killed, Byx fears she may be the last of her species, the Endling. So Byx sets out to find safe haven, and to
see if the legends of other hidden dairnes are true. Along the way, she meets new allies--animals and humans
alike--who each have their own motivations for joining her quest.

August

Arlo Finch in the Valley of Fire ♫

When Arlo Finch moves to Pine Mountain, Colorado, he has no idea what's in store for him in this tiny town full of
mystery and magic. When he joins the Rangers, Pine Mountain's version of the Boy Scouts, it leads him into
adventures he never thought possible. Wilderness and magical powers collide throughout the beautiful, dense
forest surrounding his new home, and as Arlo begins to learn the way of the Rangers, he also discovers
courage, strength, and a destiny he never knew he possessed.

Bates

The Unflushables

Thirteen-year-old Sully Stringfellow, his arch-nemesis Izzy Cisco, friend Moleman, and a league of long-forgotten
plumber heroes team up to save Nitro City from mutant creatures in the sewers.

Behar

Lucky Broken Girl ☼ ♫

In 1960s New York, fifth-grader Ruthie, a Cuban-Jewish immigrant, must rely on books, art, her family, and friends
in her multicultural neighborhood when an accident puts her in a body cast.

Birdsall

The Penderwicks at Last

Nine years, five older siblings, a few beloved dogs, and an endless array of adventures--these are the things
that have shaped Lydia's journey since readers first met her in The Penderwicks in Spring. Now it's summertime,
and eleven-year-old Lydia is dancing at the bus stop, waiting for big sister Batty to get home from college.
This is a very important dance and a very important wait because the two youngest sisters are about to arrive
home to find out that the Penderwicks will all be returning to Arundel this summer, the place where it all began.
And better still is the occasion: a good old-fashioned, homemade-by-Penderwicks wedding.

Brown

Josh Baxter Levels Up

Because his family has moved again Josh Baxter is starting at a new school for the third time in two years, and
this time he has really started off on the wrong foot--but when his mother takes away the video games that
have become his refuge because of his poor grades, Josh realizes he has to come up with a new strategy for
success.

Cannon

Oddity

Eleven-year-old Ada and her friends face zombie rabbits, alien mobs, and Puppet Cartels as they explore their
small New Mexico town seeking Ada's missing twin sister.

Durham

The Last Gargoyle

Penhallow is the last of his kind. The stone gargoyle--he'd prefer you call him a grotesque--fearlessly protects his
Boston building from the spirits who haunt the night. But even he is outmatched when Hetty, his newest ward,
nearly falls victim to the Boneless King, the ruler of the underworld.

Frank

Class Action
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With the help of his older sister, his three best friends, and his elderly neighbor, sixth grader Sam Warren brings a
class action suit against the Los Angeles School Board, arguing that homework is unconstitutional, and his case
goes all the way to the Supreme Court.

Fry

How to be a Supervillain ☼ ♫

Twelve-year-old Victor Spoil comes from a long line of famous supervillains and he's fully expected to join their
ranks one day. But to his family's utter disappointment, Victor doesn't have a single bad-guy bone in his body.
He won't run with scissors, he always finishes his peas, and he can't stand to be messy. Hopeless!

Gemeinhart

Some Kind of Courage ☼ ♫

In 1890 Washington the only family Joseph Johnson has left is his half-wild Indian pony, Sarah, so when she is
sold by a man who has no right to do so, he sets out to get her back--and he plans to let nothing stop him in his
quest.

Glaser

The Vanderbeekers of 144th Street ☼

Told that they will have to move out of their Harlem brownstone just after Christmas, the five Vanderbeeker
children, ages four to twelve, decide to change their reclusive landlord's mind.

Grabenstein

Mr. Lemoncello’s Great Library Race ☼ ♫

Mr. Lemoncello holds a contest for his young friends where they must race to bring interesting facts back to his
library.

Guterson

Winterhouse ☼

Elizabeth, eleven, spends Christmas break at Winterhouse hotel under strange circumstances, where she
discovers that she has magic, and her love of puzzles helps her solve a mystery.

Jeter

Curveball

While spending the summer with his extended family in New Jersey, Derek finds a team he can play baseball
with and earns money to take his best friend to a Yankees game.

Kelly

You Go First ☼

Charlotte, twelve, and Ben, eleven, are highly-skilled competitors at online Scrabble and that connection helps
both as they face family issues and the turmoil of middle school.

King

Me and Marvin Gardens ☼

Obe Devlin spends a lot of his time cleaning up the creek that runs through what little is left of his family's once
extensive farmland, and worrying about what the developers are doing nearby, and the pollution it is causing-but one day he finds a strange creature by his creek that eats plastic, and soon the animal he calls Marvin
Gardens becomes his personal secret, which he believes needs to be protected from pretty much everybody.

Kraatz

The Moon Platoon (Space Runners #1)

In the year 2085, an elite group of kids, including twelve-year-old Benny, is selected for a life-changing trip to
the Moon and end up as Earth's only defense against an alien invasion.

Lerangis

Max Tilt: Fire the Depths

When thirteen-year-old Max Tilt happens upon his great-great-great-grandfather Jules Verne's unfinished,
unpublished manuscript, The Lost Treasures, he doesn't realize that he's found the answers to all his problems.
And Max has a lot of problems--his mother is sick, his father is out of work, and his home is about to be
foreclosed on. But when Max and his cousin Alex discover that Verne's last work reveals everything he wrote
was fact, not fiction, they realize that the book holds the key to something incredibly valuable. A treasure that
can save his house--and maybe his entire family.

Lloyd

The Problim Children ☼

Seven siblings are forced by the destruction of their swamp home to move into their grandpa's mansion, but
greedy neighbors plot to steal their secrets and place them in homes far away from each other.

Magaziner

Wizardmatch

Twelve-year-old Lennie Mercado's grandfather, the current Prime Wizard of Pomporromp, is retiring and
decides to host a tournament for Lennie and her cousins to compete to win his title, land, position, castle, and
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unlimited magical powers, but when Poppop introduces new rules to eliminate sibling rivalry, Lennie decides
the games are unfair and makes plans to sabotage the event.

Malone

The Sleepover

Four girls have a sleepover but awaken to find a big mess and no memory of how it all happened.

Meriano

A Dash of Trouble ☼

Wanting to be a part of her family's Dia de los Muertos preparations, Leonora sneaks out of school to discover
her mother, aunt, and older sisters have been keeping a secret.

Middleton

Open if you Dare ☼

Their last summer before going to different middle schools, best friends Birdie, Ally, and Rose follow clues found
in a mysterious box labeled Open If You Dare.

Mincks

Payback on Poplar Lane

A friendly neighborhood business competition between sixth-graders Rachel Chambers, so quiet she is
practically invisible, and Peter S. Gronkowski, future mogul, turns into a ruthless rivalry.

Patricelli

The Rizzlerunk Club: Best Buds Under Frogs

For Lily, it's the worst first day of school ever. Who would want to be friends with the new girl, whose debut act is
to throw up on the playground (on somebody's shoes!)? Fortunately, quirky Darby comes to the rescue. Darby
likes frogs and candy and oddball stuff, and soon she and Lily have formed their own club--the Rizzlerunk Club.
But before you can say "BFF," Darby's former best friend, mean-spirited Jill--who had moved to London--returns
unexpectedly. Can Lily and Darby's friendship survive the British invasion?

Parks

Midnight in the Piazza

After moving to Rome with her father, thirteen-year-old Beatrice witnesses a shadowy figure steal the turtle
sculptures from a fountain located outside her window and is determined to solve the crime herself when no
one believes her story.

Powers

Spy Toys

Three toys with tiny computerized brains, rejected because they are not good with children, are recruited by
Auntie Roz to be spy toys, whose first mission is to save the President's son from being kidnapped.

Skye

Geeked Out: A LAME New World

In a post-apocalyptic world, AV (Anti-Violence) Club members Tip, Mindy, Owen, and Xen develop semi-super
powers and use them to try to save their middle school.

Skye

Wizard for Hire

In this offbeat series opener, a young man searches for his parents with the aid of a self-proclaimed wizard, a
resourceful girl, and a talking mechanical raven.

Stewart

Summer of Bad Ideas

Twelve-year-old Edie and her impossibly cool cousin, Rae, set out to complete a mysterious list of "Good Ideas
for Summertime" that their eccentric late grandmother wrote back when she was their age. But good ideas?
Most of them seem like bad ideas. Reckless. Foolish. Ridiculous. Still, by accomplishing everything on the list,
rule-abiding Edie feels certain that she can become the effortlessly brave adventurer she dreams of being, just
like her daring cousin and bold grandmother.

Swanson

The Real McCoys ☼

Elementary school detective Moxie McCoy looks for a missing school mascot and a new best friend, with the
help of her annoying little brother.

Tomsic

The 11:11 Wish

When Megan makes a wish at 11:11 to reinvent herself at her new school, she finds herself with unexpected
popularity, and wonders if magic was the key to her fresh start after all.

Tougas

Laura Ingalls is Ruining My Life ☼

Charlotte struggles to adjust when her mother moves the family to Walnut Grove, Minnesota, the small, boring
town where pioneer author Laura Ingalls Wilder grew up, in hopes of finding inspiration for her writing career.

Townsend

Nevermoor: The Trials of Morrigan Crow ☼ ♫
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A cursed child destined to die on her eleventh birthday is rescued and whisked away to a secret realm called
Nevermoor and given the chance to compete for a place in a prestigious organization called the Wundrous
Society.

J FANTASY
Barrett

Marabel and the Book of Fate

When Princess Marabel's twin brother, Marco, is kidnapped on their thirteenth birthday, Princess Marabel must
defy expectations and prophecies, leave the castle for the first time, and face great danger to rescue him.

Burgis

Dragon with a Chocolate Heart ☼

After drinking enchanted hot chocolate, a brave young dragon is transformed into a twelve-year-old human
girl with a passion for chocolate.

Clark

The Adventurers Guild

In one of the last cities standing after the world fell to monsters, best friends Zed Kagari and Brock Dunderfel
have high hopes for the future. Zed desperately wishes to join the ranks of the Mages Guild, where his status as
Freestone's only half elf might finally be an asset. Brock, the roguishly handsome son of merchants, is confident
he'll be welcomed into the ranks of the Merchants Guild. But just as it seems the boys' dreams have come true,
their lives take a startling turn... and they find themselves members of the perilous Adventurers Guild.

Cowell

The Wizards of Once ☼ ♫

Once there were Wizards, who were Magic, and Warriors, who were not. But Xar, son of the King of Wizards,
can't cast a single spell. And Wish, daughter of the Warrior Queen, has a banned magical object of her own.
When they collide in the wildwood, on the trail of a deadly witch, it's the start of a grand adventure that just
might change the fabric of their worlds.

Chokshi

Aru Shah and the End of Time ☼ ♫

Twelve-year-old Aru stretches the truth to fit in at her private school, but when she is dared to prove an ancient
lamp is cursed, she inadvertently frees an ancient demon.

Connolly

Shadow Weaver

Twelve-year-old Emmeline possesses the unique ability to manipulate shadows. When her magical powers are
threatened by a noble family, she desperately turns to Dar, her shadow friend, who offers to save her if
Emmeline makes Dar flesh again, but this bargain only puts Emmeline's life in further jeopardy.

Nicol

The Apprentice Witch ♫

Sent away in disgrace after failing her witch's assessment, Arianwyn learns that the remote community where
she works as a magic apprentice is under the shadow of a dark hex infestation.

J MIDDLE SCHOOL COLLECTION
Anderson
Posted ☼ ♫
When cell phones are banned at their school, students start communicating through sticky notes left all over
the school, triggering a wave of bullying activities in the wake of a new girl's arrival.

Blake

Ivy Aberdeen’s Letter to the World ☼

Twelve-year-old Ivy Aberdeen's house is destroyed in a tornado, and in the aftermath of the storm, she begins
to develop feelings for another girl at school.

Cartaya

The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora ☼ ♫

When his family's restaurant and Cuban American neighborhood in Miami are threatened by a greedy land
developer, thirteen-year-old Arturo, joined by Carmen, a cute poetry enthusiast, fight back, discovering the
power of poetry and protest through untold family stories and the work of José Martí.

Dee

Halfway Normal ☼

Twelve-year-old cancer survivor Norah struggles to fit in at middle school after two years of treatment, but she
finds her voice with the help of new friend Griffin, who shares her love of mythology.

Forde

The List ☼ ♫
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The city of Ark is the last safe place on Earth. To make sure humans are able to survive, everyone in Ark must
speak List, a language of only 500 words. Everyone that is, except Letta. Letta, charged with collecting and
saving words, uncovers a sinister plan to suppress language, robbing the people of Ark of the power of speech,
and realizes she must also save the culture, itself.

Ignatow

The Mighty Odds ☼

After a school bus crashes in rural Pennsylvania, sending four sixth-grade students and a teacher to the
emergency room, they soon realize that the injured students have acquired oddly specific superpowers.
Popular Cookie Parker is suddenly able to read people's minds but only when they are thinking about
directions. Nick can teleport four inches to the left of where he's standing. Martina, an artistic Luna Lovegood
type, can change her eye color. And social outcast Farshad has super strong thumbs. When fires begin
spontaneously erupting around town, the foursome and Nick's nerdy friend Jay band together to see if they
can use their powers to help get things under control.

McMullen

Mrs. Smith’s Spy School for Girls ☼

Twelve-year-old Abigail is shocked to discover her elite boarding school is really a cover for a huge spy ring,
and must undergo Spy Training 101 in order to save her mother, who happens to be the spy ring's top agent.

Perez

First Rule of Punk ☼

Twelve-year-old María Luisa O'Neill-Morales (who really prefers to be called Malú) reluctantly moves with her
Mexican-American mother to Chicago and starts seventh grade with a bang--violating the dress code with her
punk rock aesthetic and spurning the middle school's most popular girl in favor of starting a band with a group
of like-minded weirdos.

Senzai

Escape from Aleppo ☼

After Nadia is separated from her family while fleeing the civil war, she spends the next four days with a
mysterious old man who helps her navigate the checkpoints and snipers of the rebel, ISIS, and Syrian armies
that are littering Aleppo on her way to meeting her father at the Turkish border.

Stone

Click’d ☼

After spending the summer at coding camp, Allie Navarro is excited to share the app she built with her friends,
until it starts to cause problems between them.

Wolk

Beyond the Bright Sea ☼ ♫

Twelve-year-old Crow has lived her entire life on a tiny, isolated piece of the starkly beautiful Elizabeth Islands in
Massachusetts. Abandoned and set adrift in a small boat when she was just hours old, Crow's only companions
are Osh, the man who rescued and raised her, and Miss Maggie, their fierce and affectionate neighbor across
the sandbar. Crow has always been curious about the world around her, but it isn't until the night a mysterious
fire appears across the water that the unspoken question of her own history forms in her heart. Soon, an
unstoppable chain of events is triggered, leading Crow down a path of discovery and danger.
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Breach

Clem Hetherington and the Ironwood Race

Clementine Hetherington and her robot brother, Digory, have run away from the orphanage they've been
living in since their parents died. Clem and Dig want to follow in their famous archaeologist mother's footsteps,
but no one will take them seriously.

Emerson

Recess Warriors 2: Bad Guy is a Two-word Word

A super villain is unleashing hordes of vampires, werewolves, and more to take over recess once and for all.
Meanwhile, rifts have developed among our heroes: Yoshi is now leader of the pirates, Scrap has a new
sidekick, and Clinton is haunted by a traumatic event from the past--and it involves an evil dentist! Will they
unite to defeat the mysterious super villain? Can they harness the power of "the jinx" and use it to overcome
their enemies?

Hale

Real Friends ☼
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Shannon and Adrienne have been best friends ever since they were little. But one day, Adrienne starts hanging
out with Jen, the most popular girl in class and the leader of a circle of friends called The Group. Everyone in
The Group wants to be Jen's #1, and some girls would do anything to stay on top ... even if it means bullying
others. Now every day is like a roller coaster for Shannon. Will she and Adrienne stay friends? Can she stand up
for herself? And is she in The Group -- or out?

O’Neill

Tea Dragon Society

After discovering a lost Tea Dragon in the marketplace, apprentice blacksmith Greta learns about the dying art
form of Tea Dragon caretaking from the kind tea shop owners.

Sedgwick

Scarlett Hart Monster Hunter

Finding herself at odds with her parent's old nemesis Count Stankovic, Scarlett Hart sets out to disocver why
more monsters are manifesting than ever before.

Terry

Graveyard Shakes

When Katia runs away from her private boarding school her sister Victoria goes looking for her, accidentally
stumbling into the underworld of a nearby graveyard inhabited by ghosts and a man named Nikola, who is
preparing a sinister spell.
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Two Truths and a Lie ☼
Lonely Planet: How Animals Build
Itch! Everything You Didn’t Want to Know about What
Makes you Scratch
The Thrifty Guide to Ancient Rome: A Hand Book for
Time Travelers
Fly Girls: The Forgotten Women Airforce Service Pilots of
WWII
Sergeant Reckless: The True Story of the Little Horse who
became a Hero
Becoming Madeleine: A Biography of the Author of a
Wrinkle in Time by Her Granddaughters ☼
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